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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

 

     For the duration of the previous couple of 

years reconstruction of torn pages became greater 

exciting trouble. preserving this in mind due to 

the time and effort needed for doing this 

undertaking manually, an increasing number of 

structures evolved for allowing an as a minimum 

semi-automatic reconstruction of destroyed files,              

on the only hand this development is due to the 

increasing interest of reconstruction of critical 

file in schools, schools and additionally in 

investigative bureaus for solving crook instances,                                       

reconstruction of a document page from its torn 

portions could be very time consuming and tough  

task to do manually, especially whilst the variety 

of torn pieces are greater. So it is very important 

to finding the laptop primarily based whole 

thuslution to clear up his drawback. thus while 

considering the solution, several of techniques 

square measure expose to get mechanically 

reassembling the fragments at the facet of the 

reduction in computation so as that to hurry up 

the operation while considering file online page, 
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Abstract: 
 

A difficult issue is to hitch the torn items of papers to reconstruct the initial document. But this downside will be solved 

byvictimization semi-automatic techniques. This will be a good advantage in rhetorical and investigation sciences. Torn 

items are joined by comparison edge length and angles. Work is split into three main stages foreground extraction, similarity 

feature extraction and merging method. Text extraction from torn documents may be a vital method within the field of 

document reconstruction. Estimation of fragment orientation supported the text orientation is projected to induce an explicit 

move angle with x axis. Corners detection with extraction of the choose points is introduced as a basic feature for the 

boundary matching. A novel technique of single matched nook identity for finding the corresponding points between two 

minded fragments is enforced. Dilation technique is hired to extract the heritage of the text from the text photograph. 

Elimination of history from text photograph is devised for the clear visualization of seamless textual content with black or 

white heritage this is answerable for developing the merging method honest. Shift and merge technique is enforced for 

positioning of the matched fragments. Elimination of historical past from textual content image is devised for the clean 

visualization of seamless textual content with black or white background that's answerable for making the merging technique 

clean. Shift and merge technique is carried out for positioning of the matched fragments. A function referred to as a masks 

mixing is utilized to merge the extracted texts from the shifted fragments along masked abnormal form. An experimental 

result actually visualizes the distinctive steps of report reconstructing. 
Keyword- semi-automatic techniques, extraction, merging, fragments, A novel technique. 
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it may well be sliced by mechanical device or 

hand torn and not employing a mounted certain. 

When paper is cut by mechanical paper device 

the cut items could also be of fastened shapes 

(rectangular or square). In cut document there 

could also be risk that form and size of sliced 

items could also be same, thus with the assistance 

of geometric feature solely it'll be unimaginable 

to reconstruct the document. Similarly to 

geometric options, visual info is additionally 

required for matching the fragments. Here this 

downside may be willpower with the help of 

picture procedure and pc vision technique, via 

thinking about the fragment gadgets as a region 

of a photo. and consequently the work need to be 

completed here to absolutely reconstruct the 

photograph of a paper with facilitate of pics of 

little items as accomplice enter, by means of 

victimization image alternatives and allowing  

rule to completely locating the solution.  

      Image processing is a form of signal 

processing for which the input is an image, such 

as photographs or frames of video; the output of 

this processing can be either an image or a set of 

characteristics or parameters related to the image. 

Image reconstructing is the technique of 

reconstructing or stitching an unmarried, non-

stop picture from a hard and fast of separate or 

overlapped sub-pictures. The diverse methods 

followed for photo reconstructing may be widely 

labeled into direct methods and function based 

techniques. Direct strategies are determined to be 

beneficial for reconstruct big overlapping 

regions, small translations and rotation. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

     Reconstruct is one of the techniques of 

photograph processing which is useful for  digital 

photos which typically is mixing together of 

numerous arbitrarily formed snap shots to form 

one massive radio-metrically balanced picture 

with obstacles between the original snap shots 

aren't visional the reconstruction of pagers is the 

one of the problem in industry. We analysis that 

to reconstruct the pages the use of a few 

approach consisting of photo processing. 

     “S. Lakshmi”, “dr. v. Sankaranarayanan”, [1] 

side is a basic feature of picture. The picture 

edges include rich facts that is very tremendous 

for acquiring the picture feature by way of item 

recognition. Area detection refers back to the 

method of figuring out and finding sharp 

discontinuities in a photograph. So, part detection 

is a crucial step in photograph evaluation and it is 

the key of solving many complicated troubles. In 

this paper, the main goal is to study the idea of 

area detection for photo segmentation using 

various computing techniques based on 

distinctive strategies that have were given 

splendid culmination.  

     “T. a. Mahmud”, “s. Marshall” [2]. A new 

edge-guided morphological clear out is proposed 

to sharpen digital pix. This is done by detecting 

the positions of the edges and then making use of 

a category of morphological filtering. Stimulated 

by using the achievement of threshold 

decomposition, gradient-based operators are used 

to hit upon the places of the rims. A 

morphological filter is used to sharpen those 

detected edges. Experimental consequences 

display that the overall performance of those 

detected edge blurring filters is advanced to that 

of different sharpener-type filters. 

     “Ms. Poonam d. Kesarkar”, “Ms.Mridula R. 

Prasad”, “prof. S. L. Tade” [3] the goal of the 

preprocessing segment preprocessing level a few 

undesired elements also presentations in image. 

Considering that white elements are the portions 

of torn paper and these small components may be 

categorized as torn portions .as a result next step 

is to put off those small additives from the 

picture. For that white components in the picture 

are removed having location less than some 

particular place filtering threshold. This is one of 

the steps in connected component evaluation with 

the assist of which small gadgets are removed. In 

subsequent step actual foreground components 

(scanned torn portions) are selected from given 

picture. Right here for the sake of simplicity 

foreground elements are described as white 

pixels and historical past components as black 

pixel. And for removing those foregrounds parts 

are selected any white pixel having cost one and 
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locate its all eight-linked additives. Those are 

required foreground parts i.e. place of hobby. 

And other pixels within the picture are 

background component. Those decided on 

photograph of various fragments are saved.

     “John Canny” laplacian fact detect

technique [4] the laplacian primarily based side 

detection and identify its type. The

based part detection factors of a picture may be 

detected through locating the zero crossings of 

the second derivative of the photo depth. it 

wishes to construct a morphing set of rules which 

operates on capabilities extracted from target 

photos automatically. It could be an awesome 

starting to locate the edges within the goal pics. 

Here, we have completed this via implementing a 

laplacian part detector. Laplacian operator is a 2d 

derivative operator regularly used in side 

detection. 

     “Robin, Sandeep Agarwal, and Sameer

Poonam Tanwar [5] mosaicking combin

multiple photographic pixel with over

fields to supply a high resolution picture is

known as mosaicking. Its miles the artwork of 

joining many images to shape on unmarried 

photo which depicts a special meaning from its 

constituent pictures. 

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
     On the only hand this development is because 

of the growing interest of reconstruction of 

important report in schools, schools and 

additionally in investigative bureaus for solving 

criminal instances.  reconstruction of a report 

web page from its torn pieces may be very time 

consuming and hard activity to do manually, 

mainly whilst the quantity of torn portions are 

greater. So it's far critical to finding the pc 

primarily based approach to solve this trouble. So 

even as thinking about the answer, a lot of 

techniques are posed to discover robotically 

reassembling the fragments alongs

reduction in computation in order that to speed 

up the operation. 

 

IV.OBJECTIVE 
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A] To create various types of edges.

B] To detect edges of torn pages.

C] The main objective of this project is that to 

reconstruct the torn pages with less 

easier way. 

D] We are using various types of edges related to 

document for our project. 

1] Direct Edges 

2] Buffered Edges 

3] Direct Fast Prorogated Edges

4] Buffered Fast prorogated Edges

5] Face Connection Edges 

 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig.1-Flow Chart of 

 

     Here by using the usage of 

finds that the torn portions of the file may be 

joined efficiently with the help of this float chart 

with segment length between matching corner 

within the output of proposed algorithm the 

reconstruct picture fashioned from joined torn 

fragment images is located out. On this 

computation complexity of the approach discuss 

in this is determined to be very less. Also time 

required for individual levels are much less as 

mentioned. 
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VI. ALGORITHMS AND METHOD 

 

[A] Sobel for Filter Design:- 
Most part detection methods paintings on the 

belief that the brink happens wherein there's a 

discontinuity within the depth feature or a very 

steep intensity gradient inside the picture. The 

use of this assumption, if one take the derivative 

of the depth cost across the photo and find factors 

where the by-product is maximum, then the edge 

could be positioned. The gradient is a vector, 

whose additives measure how fast pixel cost are 

converting with distance within the x and y 

course. Accordingly, the additives of the gradient 

may be discovered the usage of the following 

approximation:  

df(x, y) = ∆x= f (x + dx, y)-f(x, y) 

d x                    d x 

df (x, y) = ∆y= f (x, y + d y)-f(x, y) 

d y                         d y 

Where dx and dy measure distance along the x 

and y directions respectively. In discrete images, 

One can consider dx and dy in terms of numbers 

of pixel between two points.  

dx = dy = 1(pixel spacing) is the point at which 

pixel coordinates are(i, j ) thus, 

∆x= f (i+1, j) - f (i, j) 

∆y = f (i, j +1)-f (i, j) 

In order to detect the presence of a gradient 

discontinuity, one could calculate the change in 

the gradient at (i, j) .This can be done by finding 

the following magnitude measure, 

                            M=√∆x 2+ ∆2y 

And the gradient direction  is given by, 

                          -1 

              Ѳ = tan     [∆y/∆x]  

 

[B] Sobel for Edge Detection:- 
     The subsequent benefits of sobel side detector 

justify its superiority over different side detection 

strategies: 

1] Edge Orientation: The geometry of the 

operator determines a characteristic path in which 

it is maximum sensitive to edges. Operators can 

be optimized to look for horizontal, vertical, or 

diagonal edges 

2] Noise Environment: Aspect detection is 

difficult in noisy images, due to the fact that each 

the noise and the edges contain excessive-

frequency content. Attempts to reduce the noise 

result in blurred and distorted edges. Operators 

used on noisy pictures are usually large in scope, 

on the way to common enough information to 

discount localized noisy pixels. These outcomes 

in less accurate localization of the detected edges. 

3] Edge Structure: No longer all edges contain a 

step trade in intensity. Results inclusive of 

refraction or poor attention can bring about 

gadgets with limitations defined by means of a 

slow change in depth. 

  

VII. MODULES 
 

The modules in our project as follows: 

1. Filtering Of Image. 

2. Edges Detection. 

1] Filtering 
     The filtering procedure transforms the pixel 

depth values to reveal certain picture traits in 

noisy picture. On this method noise removal and 

blur elimination is likewise carried out. 

Transform pixel depth values to expose certain 

picture traits in noisy image. Noise is 

unpredictable contamination on the authentic 

picture. 

 

2] Edge Detection 
      The effectiveness of many photograph 

processing and computer imaginative and 

prescient obligations relies upon at the perfection 

of detecting significant edges. Facet detection has 

been a difficult hassle in low level photo 

processing. It becomes more difficult while color 

snap shots are taken into consideration due to its 

multidimensional nature. Shade photos provide 

accurate facts approximately the object with a 

purpose to be very beneficial for further 

operations than gray scale snap shots. Because of 

some unavoidable reasons which include 

distortion, intensity variation, noise, 

segmentation errors, overlap, and occlusion of 

items in digital pictures, it is also impossible to 
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extract whole object contours or to phase the 

complete objects. 

 

VIII. RESULT 

 
Fig.2- Original image 

A] Original image 

     In this user pick out the photo from the pick 

file that's inside the original form. In which 

person can increase or lower the brightness and 

comparison. As proven in above fig. (2).

 

                           Fig.3- Filter Image 

 

B] Filter Image 
    On this technique the unique photograph is 

transformed into clear out photo wherein noise is 

get rid of from the unique picture an

filtered photograph. As proven in above fig. (
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In this user pick out the photo from the pick 

file that's inside the original form. In which 

person can increase or lower the brightness and 

comparison. As proven in above fig. (2). 

 

n this technique the unique photograph is 

transformed into clear out photo wherein noise is 

get rid of from the unique picture and user get 

s proven in above fig. (3). 

 

 
Fig.4-Egde Detection

 

C] Egde Detection 
     In this module the rims of the torn pages is 

detected by way of  the use of of numerous 

aspect detection method.were we're the usage of 

sobel three*3 approach, As shown in above fig. 

(4). 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

 
     Reconstruction of fragmented pieces that 

allows you to restore the authentic one is a hard 

and time consuming project that's dealt with 

many departments like archeology, art works, 

forensics wherein an image creation is needed 

from the scattered fragments. Files may

with the aid of hand of via a mechanical 

shredder. There creation is confusing mission to 

be completed by using people. As a result an 

efficient automation of the system will have 

powerful and great contribution to its solution. I

this assignment, a novel approach is proposed for 

the reconstruction of hand-torn pages of files, the 

usage of the contour maps extracted from images 

of the torn pieces. the approach is fast, efficient, 

and sturdy, and has produced encouraging effects 

on experimenting with a numerous set of inside 

the case of shredding of pages, each fragmented 

piece of paper has instantly edges handiest. We 

have effectively carried out our assignment with 

the assist of .internet platform.
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